Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 9-7-14
The week that was echoed the month that was just passed, a little bit wetter than we would like, but it could have been
a lot worse. Aeration and recovery is now the focus of many and looking at the weather forecast the sooner it is done
the better – otherwise it seems like recovery could take a long time. Conditions have been nothing short of excellent all
summer and it is setting up for a great season of fall golf. Leaf spot is hanging around with the moisture and
undoubtedly there are some very wet rootzones. This buildup of moisture followed by heat has triggered the
appearance of some summer patch so managers have begun to look at root drench type control options to knock it
back.
Insect digging has occurred and damage is now evident, though probably not as bad as was expected. Dollar spot and
brown patch were active though reports of pythium activity diminished. The annual Wee One foundation fundraiser is
upcoming at Pine Hills and even though the field is full – there is always an opportunity to help – the foundations
purpose is a noble cause ‘The Wee One Foundation was named to honor Wayne Otto CGCS and to continue to assist golf
course management professionals and their dependents who incur overwhelming expenses due to medical hardship
without comprehensive insurance or adequate financial resources’. Take a look at all the work they have done at
www.weeone.org
The turfgrass field day is almost upon us and if you get the chance, please register ASAP to help us confirm numbers for
lunch purposes. You can register online at www.cdgaturf.org as well as printing out the form and faxing it into the
Midwest Golf House at (630) 257-2088.
Climate:
August may have started out somewhat on the dry side but the end of the month really did make up for that (Figure 1).
A wet finish to the season has not helped roots as there was heat accompanying it, turf has suffered either via scald or
the excess moisture has made some places ripe for Pythium to walk through. Compared to the 30 year O’Hare average
Sunshine Course was almost 2.5” above, this of course varies by site but it seems like a majority of courses finished
August with excess moisture.
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Figure 1. 30 Year average O’Hare precipitation for August compared to 2014 total August precipitation at Sunshine
Course, Lemont IL. (A southwest Chicago suburb)

Temperature wise, the start of the month continued the cool comfortable summer that we had experienced, however
the heat has come on relatively strong over the last couple of weeks to push turf problems a little more too. A peak of
91.2 °F on one day however and only two days above 90°F for the month of August for many of us is a considerably good
month on the temperature front (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. 30 Year average daily high and low temperatures in August for O’Hare as compared to August 2014 values
measured at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A southwest Chicago suburb).
Soil temperatures have been the concern over the last couple of weeks as they have sat at the 80°F mark or a little
higher (Figure 3). The hope is that this will decrease in the next week as temperatures subside back into the 70’s and low
80’s. The drop in nighttime lows reduced
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Figure 3. High and low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago
Suburb), late August – Early September 2014.
Constant precipitation has been the big story to the finish of the month and it seems as if it will continue somewhat. A
four day total over 3” and constant precipitation since, has kept rootzones very wet (Figure 4). Algae have been
noticeable in some locations and of course the heat has also added to the discomfort being felt by some late in the year.
The other issue is that getting on putting green surfaces to aerate is now somewhat difficult and so patience will be
required to allow for cultural practices to be completed.
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Figure 4. Daily precipitation in late August – Early September 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago
Suburb).
Coinciding with the precipitation has been a lack of sunlight. This has not helped turf to dry out and has slowed
bentgrass growth somewhat. This coinciding with a cool down in temperatures is not helping recovery or pushing
establishment of bentgrass. Day length is certainly shortening and we really could do with some clear blue skies going
forward (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Daily light integrals for late August – early September 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest
Chicago Suburb)
Further west Rockford has displayed a very similar type of weather pattern for the month of August. Precipitation was
not quite as bad as far as a percentage increase but there was still a considerable amount of rainfall above average for
the month collected (Figure 6). Temperatures to start the month were at or below average, however this changed
towards the end of the month but still temperatures only broke the 90°F mark one time in the month (Figure 7). In both
locations around Chicago the middle of August saw a dramatic departure from normal with temperatures in the high
40’s or low 50’s in many sites.
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Figure 6. Monthly precipitation totals for August in Rockford, IL 2014 and 30 year average
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Figure 7. 30 Year average daily high and low temperatures in August for Rockford IL compared to August 2014 values
measured at Rockford CC, IL
This month Rockford has measured just under 0.4” of precipitation although that should have increased in the last 2448hrs. Temperatures had moderated this week although again Friday 5th say highs creep into the high 80’s – this will
moderate however and reduce any potential for long term problems.
Carbondale has had a hot start to September as temperatures have pushed back up into the 90’s and are forecast to
continue that pattern for the early part of next week (Figure 8). This is actually of help for the warm season grasses as
many courses are still trying to complete recovery. September as indicated last week is an excellent month for Zoysia
grass and so these early temperatures should be of help to set it up for a good month. August was wet with total rainfall
at 6.4” for the month which was about 2” above normal – not good for roots once again – and also not good for golfers!
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Figure 8. High and low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Hickory Ridge GC, Carbondale, IL September 2014.

Disease:
Summer patch showed up this week after, and a combination of this and curvularia will have left some turf looking
unhappy (Picture 1&2). A wet June may have not helped the cause for many but luckily the summer heat stayed away to
prevent any large scale problems until recently. The excess moisture in the rootzones however towards the end of
August triggered the outbreak and we can expect some continued issues with it for the next week or so until
temperatures really back off.

E Nangle 8-30-14
Picture 1. Larger scale development of summer patch in Chicago this week.

Credit: C Barber
Picture 2. Ring shaped damage on Poa annua at a Chicago area golf course this week

The remains of any pythium damage were still hanging around in some courses, and the late blast of moisture and heat
this week may have pushed some more activity in rough areas in particular (Picture 3). The climatic predictions of lows
in the 50’s should put a rapid end to this.

Credit: R. Townsend
Picture 3. Remains of pythium damage in a rough area on a golf course in Chicago this week
Insects:
As was expected grub activity began to ramp up and the feeding frenzy which unfortunately leaves turfgrass looking like
an open cast mine in certain ways has followed (Picture 4). Expect this to continue and hope that the pressure is not too
bad this year.

E Nangle 9-2-14
Picture 4. Early stages of animal digging for those pesky grubs in Chicago this week.

Weeds:
Mature crabgrass is evident everywhere and seed heads have not started to appear as the plants know winter is on its
way. It’s a good time of year to start considering post emergent control options to really get after the weeds as you look
into next year. Timing can really hurt the weed population ahead of the spring and reduce pressure going forward.
Management strategy:
This week is still somewhat on the tree mode. I noticed that some trees have begun to shed their leaves and its always
interesting the impact that this has long term on rough areas in particular. As leaf fall occurs three things will begin to
happen, soils will stay wetter, they will stay cooler and also organic matter in the profile will increase. The problem is
somewhat a threshold one; you may not worry too much about this while the guy down the road is losing sleep. It’s
specific to each course as to what to do with the material but long term removal will be required as to much organic
matter in the rough will lead to disease problems and uneven water penetration. Short term it may offer benefit on
sandy soils that need an increase in organic matter content, but that is very site specific. Furthermore leaf material
sitting on newly germinated areas will impact light and germination rates so removing them usually is a good idea.
Creating a compost pile with them is always a good idea and they can be used next year on flower beds etc.
Where Ed got it Right and Where Ed got it Wrong:
Another week of 1.000 on the average – I won’t see close to the Mendoza line at this rate. Insect digging has ramped up
so its time for spot treatments, dollar spot activity and brown patch activity were of course a guarantee.
This week we will go a little off the beaten path
You can think about
1) Aggressive fall dollar spot beginning to really pit to the soil profile aggressively and rapidly
2) The beginning of leaf fall and knowing that the cleanup is coming
3) Increased problems with cicada killers
FINALLY!!!
Mr. Sams looked back at last years pictures I think and worked out I had a similar one in the reports – Mr Unrau deduced
that there was some bleaching going on and hit the mark that way. The product was different but the mode of action
was similar. Last weeks picture was the impact of Pylex herbicide on bermudagrass in rough areas – more information
on pylex is going to be available at field day (PLUG).
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This one may not be too difficult for many of you – but it’s still difficult to fix! What caused this? Answers to
enangle@cdga.org

Dr. Lee Miller’s latest report dated 8-27-14 can be found below.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update08_27_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

